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BASQUE AUDIOVISUAL is a brand name representing the entire Basque 
audiovisual sector. The end result of the hard work and determination of 
many companies in the sector, BASQUE AUDIOVISUAL represents the Basque 
production around the world.

BASQUE AUDIOVISUAL gathers the components of a dynamic sector 
with a firm commitment to innovation in content and formats. The sector’s 
high level of collaboration between companies assures attractive and 
successful production. Most sub-sectors, from audiovisual production – for 
TV as well as multi-platform – to animation, cinematographic production 
and distribution, telecommunications operators, technology centres, 
television broadcasters, audiovisual training centres and service companies 
all actively work together in the Basque Country to create a wide range of 
audiovisual products.

BASQUE AUDIOVISUAL is also a tool for combining forces in a sector that 
focuses its production activities on co-production, a sector that seeks to be 
present at all the most important audiovisual forums around the world.
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Luis Angel Ramírez   +34 685 304 493  |  lramirez@astronautaproducciones.com

A portrait of contemporary Berlin, who the Basque Country’s first President, 
Jose Antonio Aguirre, wrote in his diary while under a false identity was 
hidden in Berlin during the 40’s, trying to get flee to America. The intimate  
experiences of a Kurdish political refugee, a Basque artist and a Latino-
American intellectual female, all of them living in Berlin, and through their 
life’s experiences give back voice to Aguirre’s words in today’s Berlin.

DOC

72’

In production

Worldwide 
except Spain

BERLIN VANISHING POINT

ASTRONAUTA 
FILMS
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Luis Angel Ramírez   +34 685 304 493  |  lramirez@astronautaproducciones.com

Making a portrait of Carlos Saura, it pays tribute to the author through his 
career as filmmaker, and make us understand the necessary relationship 
between the artist’s works and his own life. Family, authority, revenge, art, 
music, violence... A large and successful filmography to become one of 
the three most famous Spanish film directors, together with Buñuel and 
Almodovar. This portrait help us to know the human being, to understand the 
creator and get closer to the artist.

DOC

80’(Cin.) / 52’(TV)

In production

Worldwide 
except Spain

CARLOS SAURA

ASTRONAUTA 
FILMS
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Luis Angel Ramírez   +34 685 304 493  |  lramirez@astronautaproducciones.com

Basque Country, 11th century. It is a time of famine and Urko must join a 
whaling boat to be able to provide for the family of his brother, who has 
recently died. Urko knows how to decipher the signs of nature and read into 
it better than anyone else. However, he hates the sea. After several days of 
fog and disorientation, a storm carries the boat to a place that is unknown to 
them: the Norwegian fjords. No sooner have the crew set foot on land than 
they are harassed by one of the most savage Viking clans of northern Europe, 
who chase after them to hunt them down and capture them as slaves.

FIC

90’

In production

Worldwide 
except Iceland, 
Norway and Spain

DRAKKAR

ASTRONAUTA 
FILMS
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Miren Aperribay   +34 629 308 378  |  miren@aterafilms.com

DOC

99’

Completed

Worldwide  
except Spain

How can a rural sport such as Jai Alai be exported succesfully to so many 
countries? Jai Alai Blues is a documentary-project of the history behind it, 
in which the entrepreneurs took advantage of the success the game and the 
gambling had provided to promote the sport that ended up being incredibly 
popular in very unalike countries. Egypt, China, the Philippines, Cuba, Mexico 
and the United States are some of the scenarios in the Jai Alai background. 
In these places, the pelotaris were considered true artists who attracted 
extensive media coverage to the activities at the Fronton.

JAI ALAI BLUES

ATERA FILMS
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William Medina   +34 674 994 642  |  william@basquefilms.com

DOC

71’

Completed

Worldwide

Thirty years after directing Pelota, the Danish filmmaker Jørgen Leth is 
back to the Basque Country to film a new documentary about the ballgame 
Basque pelota; this time together with the anthropologist Olatz Gonzalez 
Abrisketa. Olatz insists on something he had forgotten: “The ball is a living 
being. Each one is different from the rest and it has to be heard properly to 
recognize them.” The fascination of meeting the personality of each ball is 
what makes possible Pelota II. 

PELOTA II

BASQUE FILMS
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William Medina   +34 674 994 642  |  william@basquefilms.com

ANIMATION

75’

Completed

Worldwide except 
Belgium and France

Birdboy and Dinky are two teenagers who have decided to escape from an 
island devastated by ecological catastrophe: Birdboy by shutting himself off 
from the world, Dinky by setting out a dangerous journey with the hope that 
Birdboy will accompany her. 

PSICONAUTAS, LOS NIÑOS OLVIDADOS
PSICONAUTAS, THE FORGOTTEN CHILDREN

BASQUE FILMS
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FIC

100’

Preproduction

Worldwide  
except Spain

1843. Altzo, a village in the Basque Country. Martín comes back from the 
war and he can’t believe his eyes: Joaquín, his older brother, a boy of normal 
height when he left, is now an astounding 7 feet 6 inches (2,3 meters) 
tall. And he’s still growing. Martín is blown away. And he immediately sees 
his chance to turn his brother’s condition into a business opportunity and 
use the money to escape from his previous life. So he tries to convince his 
brother to become a circus freak. Joaquín doesn’t like the idea, he wants to 
keep living a normal life. But Martín insists, reminding him that their large 
family needs the money.

AUNDIYA
THE GIANT

Xabier Berzosa   +34 616 677 244  |  berzosa@irusoin.com

IRUSOIN
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Izaskun Arandia   +34 603 591 221  |  izarfilms@gmx.com

DOC

80’

In development

Worldwide

My Way Out follows transvestite, photographer and all-around artist Eduardo 
Gaviña (AKA Yogurinha Borova) in his quest to achieve his dream to sing in 
the legendary London transgender venue The Wayout Club. In this road-
movie-like film we are introduced to our protagonist by the women in his 
life: his mom, sister, niece, an old friend, an old colleague and fellow artists. 
Through these deep but sometimes waky interviews we will not only find out 
about a fascinating and highly talented artist but also the history of the LGTB 
movement and the issues around it in the Basque Country, since Eduardo 
was a young boy in the late 70’s-early 80’s up to now. The second part of 
the documentary will take place in London, where he will try to book himself 
a slot to perform at The Wayout Club.  

MY WAY OUT

IZAR FILMS
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KINOSKOPIK FILM 
PRODUKTION

Gorka Gómez   +34 685 459 712  |  gorka@kinoskopik.com

FIC

90’

In development

Worldwide

After First Carlist War in 1840, a lonely blacksmith with a dark past is being 
harassed by a devil who demands the payment of the man’s soul to satisfy 
the terms of a deal they had struck many years before.   When it’s clear 
the devil hasn’t kept his part of the bargain, the blacksmith refuses to turn 
over his own soul. Instead he starts blaming the demon for the miserable 
life he’s been forced to lead, and tosses him in a cage to torment him. The 
blacksmith and the devil, mired in feelings of hate and guilt, undergo a 
change when unexpectedly confronted by a small girl who wanders into their 
lives. That encounter eventually helps them understand that escaping from 
their situation is truly possible if they desire.

ERREMENTARI 
(The blacksmith and the devil)
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LAMIA 
PRODUCCIONES

Iker Ganuza   +34 667 410 511  |  lamia@lamiaproducciones.com

FIC

96’

Completed

Worldwide  
except Spain

ACANTILADO
THE CLIFF
A mass suicide involving members of a cult takes place in the Canary 
Islands. Gabriel’s younger sister, Cordelia, who he hasn’t seen for years, was 
one of the cult followers. Gabriel decides to travel immediately to the island 
and find out what happened. 
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Luis Vil   +34 609 883 091  |  luisvil@luisvil.net

FIC

117’

Completed

Worldwide

When there is part of yourself that you do not know, you live in constant 
excision.  After ten years together, Laura and Dani´s relationship is going 
through a difficult time. Dani´s continuous nightmares are taking a toll on 
his personality. His habitual obsessions are getting worse and for him it is 
getting more and more difficult to concentrate on daily tasks and get rid of 
bad dreams and constant children´s screams that echo in his mind every 
time he closes his eyes. In his escape to oblivion, Dani closes down in his 
own world unaware of the consequences. A road to abyss where the people 
that love him most end up being his persecutors. 

ESCISIÓN

LUIS VIL 
PRODUCCIONES
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Jose Maria Lara   +34 629 857 076  |  jmlara@fici.info

DOC

70’ / 55’

Preproduction

Worldwide  
except Spain

The early years of our life, those we do not remember, leave deep marks on 
us and mould us into what we are. This is a journey to that forgotten place, 
accompanied by two exceptional professionals who have dedicated their 
lives to support families during pregnancy, birth and early childhood towards 
respectful parenting. The film intends to open up a space for questioning 
and reflecting on the way we bring forth children into the world and raise the 
adults of the future.

AZTARNAK / HUELLAS / IMPRINTS

LUMIERE 
PRODUKZIOAK
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Jose Maria Lara   +34 629 857 076  |  jmlara@fici.info

FIC

92’

Completed

Worldwide  
except Spain

The famous café company Relaxing Cup of Coffee, aims to increase the 
sales of its more emblematic product: The Imperial Café. For this purpose, 
it has launched aggressive advertising campaigns which focuses on the 
consumers entering a draw at The Imperial Café and becoming lifetime 
salary winners. Currently... harassed by the economic crisis, after various 
suspensions without pay and on the verge of going bankrupt and in capable 
of trimming  expenses with in the company... the management at A Relaxing 
Cup of Coffee, obsessed with maintaining their positions have decided to 
face the only option available: To Kill all the fortunate winners that had been 
granted lifetime salaries.

RELAXING CUP OF COFFEE

LUMIERE 
PRODUKZIOAK
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Irene Aldareguia   +34 678 100 141  |  irene@mugaritz.com

DOC

65’

Completed

Worldwide

Off-road is a philosophical and ethological documentary about Mugaritz. 
La Fura dels Baus distils what they consider essential in this world, their 
most intimate philosophies. The ideas behind the work, the way trouble is 
overcome, what is suffered and enjoyed, what excellence means to them; to 
sum up, how Mugaritz is created and destroyed constantly. Risk is constant, 
that is the idea behind the title, but it is also proof of the wisdom that comes 
from the effort and work of many people that have been, are and will be 
in Mugaritz; a place where the culinary goal has been surpassed by the 
creative process and its possible variations. 

CAMPO A TRAVÉS. Mugaritz, intuyendo un camino 
OFF-ROAD. Mugaritz, feeling a way

MUGARITZ
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Arturo Cisneros   +34 606 408 758  |  arturocisneros.samper@gmail.com

Whenever a mother asks, there is an obligation to look for an answer, 
whatever it takes… Road movie where voiceover narration, peppered with 
humorous gags and ironic comments, constantly invites reflection. 

DOC

76’

Completed

Worldwide except 
Mexico and Spain

MAMI YA SÉ DÓNDE ESTÁ EL DINERO
I KNOW WHERE THE MONEY IS MUM

NAVARRA 
DE CINE
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Nahikari Ipiña   +34 676 732 109  |  nahikari@sayaka.es

FIC

80’

Completed

Worldwide  
except Spain

Manu Aranguren is a Basque politician who acts as spokesman of the 
Spanish government in the negotiations with ETA. Far from being a solemn 
and calculated act, coincidences, mistakes or misunderstandings will soon 
mark the dialogue. 

NEGOCIADOR

SAYAKA 
PRODUCCIONES
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Héctor Amado   +34 945 150 011  |  hector@sonoraestudios.com

DOC

87’

Postproduction

Worldwide

Soraya is a social worker from Peru who lives in San Sebastian. Her 
experience after living 12 years in Euskadi allows her to empathize with 
immigrants women, understand the pain caused to live away from their 
family and especially know very well the grief process and the difficulty of 
reaching to be somebody in the host country. One aim of the association 
led by Soraya is to organize campaigns to inform the risks of female 
immigration, both in Euskadi and in the countries where they were born. In 
order to do this, Soraya prepares a new trip to Nicaragua and Honduras.

EN TRÁNSITO
IN TRANSIT

SONORA 
ESTUDIOS
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Leire Apellaniz   +34 672 310 181  |  sra@senorysenora.es

DOC

92’

Completed

Worldwide

El último verano (The Last Summer), a non-fiction (mix of fictional recreation 
and observational documentary) feature, related to the current Spanish 
economic crisis. The film follows the steps of Miguel Ángel, an old-school 
projectionist (and flamenco lover), who has been organizing open-air summer 
screenings throughout Spain for three decades. During the last years, he 
has witnessed the end of the celluloid era and the rise of the gleaming and 
expensive digital projections, and this summer could be the last one for his 
small business.

EL ÚLTIMO VERANO

SR&SRA
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Leire Apellaniz   +34 672 310 181  |  sra@senorysenora.es

This is the story of the persistence of a friendship, the one between 
my father and the man who spied him. It´s the tale of an extraordinary 
relationship between two men who experience a proper espionage story with 
all its twists, and still profess mutual fidelity.

DOC

80’

In production

Worldwide

MI ESPÍA ÍNTIMO
DEAR SPY

SR&SRA
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Leire Apellaniz   +34 672 310 181  |  sra@senorysenora.es

“Would you like me to tell you the story of my life?” The young publisher 
Helga Prato is faced with that disconcerting question during a train journey. 
A fellow traveler, Ángel Sanagustín, is a psychiatrist and an expert in 
personality disorders. Ángel tells Helga the sordid, outrageous story of the 
worst clinical case he has ever dealt with, that of Martín Urales de Úbeda, 
an extremely dangerous paranoid patient obsessed with, among many 
other things, garbage. This fortuitous meeting will mark forever the life of 
Helga Pato and that of all the characters, right up to the crazed ending.

FIC

90’

In development

Worldwide except 
Europe, Latin 
America and U.S.A.

VENTAJAS DE VIAJAR EN TREN
THE ADVANTAGES OF TRAVELING BY TRAIN

SR&SRA
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Jone Unanua   +34 680 778 318  |  jone@kontrakalea.com

DOC

65’

Completed

Worldwide

Attracted by its charm, Fermin Muguruza came to the The Big Easy to record 
an album, Irun Meets New Orleans -where he adapts eight songs from 
his career to the sounds of New Orleans and interprets two of the city’s 
classics-, and to film a documentary, Nola?, about the situation ten years 
after Hurricane Katrina. 

NOLA?

TALKA 
RECORDS & FILMS
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Txus Delgado   +34 606 421 487  |  txusdelmo@gmail.com

Big wave in the Basque Country brings us to the world of big-wave surfers 
in the Basque Country, a small group of athletes with a desire for 
improvement that leads them to take on the biggest and most dangerous 
waves on the planet. 

DOC

29’

Completed

Worldwide

BIG WAVE IN THE BASQUE COUNTRY

TAUI MEDIA
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Elbio Aparisi Nielsen   +34 653 174 074  |  theplotpointfilms@gmail.com

Ana got stuck in the Basque Country ten years ago in unwanted jobs. She 
just experienced the worst situation she could imagine since she left her 
hometown Buenos Aires. Jones emigrated from London to Bilbao escaping 
from his family problems and lives on the edge of poverty powered by a 
personal crisis that is about to disolve. Together they live the existential void 
far away from everything they loved, sad, on the verge of collapse... 

THE PLOT POINT

FIC

97’

In production

Worldwide

THE PLOT 
POINT FILMS
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Marian Fernandez   +34 659 493 647  |  marian@txintxua.com

EXPERIMENTAL

63’

Completed

Worldwide

We embark on a cinematic cruise through a tale of shipwrecks, ghosts, love, 
and vampires.  

SIPO PHANTASMA
GHOST SHIP

TXINTXUA FILMS
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Marian Fernandez   +34 659 493 647  |  marian@txintxua.com

MUSICAL FIC

80’

Preproduction

Worldwide

Dantza is a film woven together with music and dance. The performances 
intertwine with one another, gradually creating a narrative tapestry. Together 
they form a simple story; the story of a people’s transformation. Dantza uses 
the symbolism of traditional Basque dance to convey tales of work, collective 
struggle, death, celebration, love, change... Dantza is universal. The narrative 
is related through traditional Basque dance, but its essence is shared with 
humanity anyplace on earth.

DANTZA

TXINTXUA FILMS
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Itziar García Zubiri   +34 615 944 845  |  itziar@arenacomunicacion.com

DOC

82’

Completed

Worldwide except Russia, 
Belgium, Estonia, Sweden, 
South Korea, Poland, Latvia, 
Denmark, Israel, Portugal  
and Spain

Walls is the story of seven people, in seven totally different countries. 
They only have one thing in common: they all live on one side of a wall 
or the other.

MUROS
WALLS

ARENA COMUNICACIÓN 
AUDIOVISUAL &  
TXALAP.ART
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DOC

67’

Completed

Worldwide

District Zero; Maamun runs a little shop. He repairs smartphones. The shop 
is one of the thousands of containers inside a huge refugee camp in Jordan. 
The smart phones have something hidden inside: the memories of hundreds 
of Syrian refugees.

DISTRICT ZERO

Itziar García Zubiri   +34 615 944 845  |  itziar@arenacomunicacion.com

ARENA COMUNICACIÓN 
AUDIOVISUAL &  
TXALAP.ART
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ATERA FILMS & 
TXINTXUA FILMS

Miren Aperribay   +34 629 308 378  |  miren@aterafilms.com

FIC

103’

Completed

Worldwide  
except Spain

The story of a family; the story of a conflict. The rural and the urban, the past  
and the present, parents and their offspring: opposing ways of life struggle 
against one another whilst, in eloquent silence, the grandmother Amama 
watches her family’s destiny unfold. 

AMAMA
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A group of friends in need of a break decides to spend a week’s vacation in 
a secluded house in the mountains. Two farm workers come along to help 
them settle in. Upon their arrival, the sounds of nature disappear, and the 
rabbits that were frolicking in the garden flee to the nearby woods. They 
soon realize that they are enclosed by something indistinguishable, a kind 
of energy flow. They try everything to get out, but realize that the energy 
flow encircles them, condemning them to remain within the confines of the 
property, completely cut off from the outside world. Terrified, they gradually 
discover that the presence of the energy flow entails rules that defy human 
comprehension: they feel neither hunger, nor thirst, nor the need to sleep 
anymore. They also observe a strange new phenomenon: the regeneration of 
any damaged tissue any time they are hurt. 

PASTNORTH, 
HÉLICOTRONC  
& OFFSHORE

FIC

110’

In development

Worldwide except 
Belgium, France  
and Spain

RABBITS

Eduardo Carneros   +34 619 491 103  |  educarneros@gmail.com
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PASTNORTH, SPEKTRA, 
YOURFILM & VERSUS 
ENTERTAINMENT

Eduardo Carneros   +34 619 491 103  |  educarneros@gmail.com

FIC

5x80’ = 400’

In development

Worldwide

Lesson 1: The School Tour
Lesson 2: Scratched
Lesson 3: Inside
Lesson 4: Evil Dodge
Lesson 5: The House of Fear

HORROR MOVIES PACKAGE
(The Lessons Horror Series)
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PASTNORTH, SPEKTRA,YOURFILM 
& VERSUS ENTERTAINMENT

Lesson 1: The School Tour
A serial view of a Bus on the Highway from Bilbao 
Airport to San Sebastian. Great Landscapes. Solo Piano 
Music. 14 Irish Students from Dublin travel to San 
Sebastian for a school tour. Their two Young teachers, 
Denis Allister and Claire Woodsborough, work on the 
theory that Irish have Basque blood, as first settlers in 
Ireland came from the Basque Country after last ice 
age. They live in an old Hostel in San Sebastian. Very 
quickly, Claire finds herself totally isolated from the rest 
of the group. When she addresses the students, they 
don’t respond, they don’t react, as if she wouldn’t exist. 
Nobody respects the visiting program, they stay inside 
the hostel, playing with their cell phones. She tries 
desperately to get in contact with them. Therefore she 
takes photos of them with her cellphone to send them 
via SMS on theirs phones. As she looks at the photos, 
there is nobody on it. All pictures show empty rooms.

HORROR MOVIES PACKAGE (The Lessons Horror Series)

Lesson 2: Scratched
Claire is the young literature teacher from the first 
episode. She teaches in a high school in Ireland. Her 11th 
grade class is very agitated due to a group of 6 students. 
They disturb the lessons every day to make Claire freak 
out. It starts by Anthony, always late, then continues 
with the girls chatting, and the boys fighting. Claire is 
exhausted. She is crying in the corridors. Denis, one of 
the young colleagues and her boyfriend, takes her in his 
arms to comfort her. They kiss. Jennifer, one of the six, 
observed the scene. She convinces the others to mob 
Claire by filming her private life with their smartphones 
and to post the videos on Claire’s facebook page. As 
Claire closes down her Facebook profile, Jennifer begins 
to seduce Denis and ask Anthony, her boyfriend, to film 
her when she kisses Denis. But Anthony is jealous. To 
challenge Jennifer, he kisses his Teacher Claire in front 
of the whole class. Of course, some students are filming 
with their phones. When Claire slams his face, the class 
loughs mockingly at Anthony and as Jennifer tells him 
she wants to split, he leaves the school and scratches 
Claire’s car all around.

Lesson 5: The House of Fear
The head of a deeply hit by the financial crisis family apply to a casting for a reality show on 
TV in which participants compete in a deadly gymkhana in front of television cameras. Only 
one competitor can survive.

Lesson 4: Evil Dodge
Two lovers go on vacation in an old car they just bought . Within hours of journey they discover 
that the vehicle is controlled by an evil force that has them trapped. They can´t stop and the car 
don´t need even to refuel to run indefinitely. What promised to be a beautiful adventure becomes 
a nightmare in which the couple has very little chance of survival.

Lesson 3: Inside
Alex is a thin, introverted boy who shares with his grandmother a dark small house in a
dark small city . He and his goth girlfriend Claire are kind of trapped in a pointless relationship with 
no future. One day Alex befriends Anti, a violent amphetamine dealer. Anti is always accompanied by 
Klove a loyal thug from Romania. Anti has got a new drug and wants to share it with Alex. The drug 
produces a strange effect on Alex. After consuming it an unbelievable sexual magnetism makes 
him get the most beautiful girls, but a mysterious appetite for blood that can only be satisfied by 
biting their necks also arises in him. The first moment that Claire reads about the “vampire” on the 
newspapers gets totally fascinated by the mystery. From that moment she will begin a deep solitary 
investigation into this enigmatic monster, without knowing he is laying beside her.
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PIXEL & ONINART

Juantxo Sardón   +34 672 022 542  |  zura@zura.eus

DOC

90’

Work in progress

Worldwide

The character of the Basque Country is based on the forest and the wood. 
This journey we will do  from past to future, and it will show the relationship 
between people and wood. The story will be told, through the life experience 
and points of view of worldwide specialist, and local people who has been 
in touch with the universe of the wood all their lives. That combination of 
histories will give a polyhedral view and will be the key to open the woods 
and wood to the public.

GUTIK ZURA, PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE
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SPEKTRA, 
PASTNORTH
& TORNASOL

Eduardo Carneros   +34 619 491 103  |  educarneros@gmail.com

FIC

130’

In development

Worldwide 
except Spain

1615. The Basque are world’s leaders at whale hunting, whose fat is 
much appreciated throughout Europe. Ismael, a farmer who has just lost 
his wife and their child, sails to the northern seas for the first time in a 
whaling galleon. After a hard journey, the galleon commanded by Captain 
Martin de Villafranca, is installed in a northwestern Icelandic fjord. Local 
population is going trough a strong famine. While Basques and Icelanders 
establish friendships in precarious symbiosis exchanging food for labor, 
harsh conditions and coexistence between people of different cultures and 
languages generate misunderstandings, making relations between local 
people and sailors complicated. 

RED FJORDS




